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Abstra t

Currently it is impossible to automati ally a hieve high level video indexing as suggested for instan e by MPEG-7. Part of the problem is the identi ation of moving obje ts in the
framework of a video. It represents su h a hallenging problem due to the variable appearan e
of obje ts over time. This paper studies how to automati ally lassify tra ked obje ts in a video
based on estimated Gaussian mixture density fun tions of ea h tra ked obje t. In the olor feature
spa e, the variability of ea h tra ked obje t is modeled separately by a Gaussian mixture where
the appropriate number of Gaussians is determined by the Integrated Classi ation Likelihood riterion. Then, the As endant Hierar hi al Classi ation te hnique is used to identify the lusters of
tra ked obje ts. Thus, the problem is di erent to onventional lassi ation in that the underlying
measurements are not feature ve tors but density estimates. The proposed framework is evaluated
on the Avengers TV movie, segmented into 2749 individual obje ts of seven di erent lusters.

Keywords: Appearan e modeling, Gaussian mixture distribution, Kullba k distan e, Video
indexing and MPEG-7, Unsupervised lassi ation.
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Introdu tion

The forth oming MPEG-7 standard provides the framework for eÆ ient representation,
pro essing, and retrieval of visual information. This in ludes many re ent multimedia
appli ations su h as hyper/intera tive video and video ontent-based sear hing and navigation [18℄ [10℄. Yet many problems must still be addressed and solved before this te hnology an emerge. An important problem is the ontent lassi ation into a number of
ategories [6℄. The ategorization of ontent will help the user speeding up the sear h.
1.1

The problem addressed and the proposed approa h

This paper fo uses on the problem of automati lassi ation of dete ted obje ts in a
video stream. Su h work requires a set of tasks to be pro essed robustly: Obje t sele tion,
1
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Obje t modeling,

following way:

and Obje t mat

hing and grouping.

These three steps are handled in the

 Obje t sele tion If obje ts belong to a limited set, like in the fa e lo alization
problem, a parti ular model an be implemented as is done in [22℄. However, for the
general ase of any kind of obje ts appearing in a video, there is no other alternative than
outlining them and from there a tra king might be performed. The s ene motion is the
only general hint that an be used for obje ts extra tion [13℄ [8℄. To do this step, the
urrent framework implements the method of [8℄ whi h dete ts moving areas in su essive
images and from there the tra king is performed.
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Figure 1:

Illustration of the ontent variation of a non-rigid tra ked obje t and its modeling in the three prin ipal omponents of the RGB histogram spa e by a mixture of three
Gaussians. Three key-frames among 117 o urren es of the obje t are depi ted and the
ovarian e ellipses are also displayed.

 Tra ked obje t modeling The large set of individual obje ts dete ted in a real video

sequen e (i.e. 129600 individual obje ts in a lm of 90 minutes, 24 frames per se ond and
1 segmented obje t per frame) orresponds in fa t to a small set of real di erent tra ked
obje ts like persons, for instan e; ea h tra ked obje t is a olle tion of ontinuous individual
obje ts (o urren es) within the same shot. In most ases these tra ked obje ts ( ar,
walking person, ...) are moving and they are a quired in poorly onstrained dynami s enes
(a real movie lm). Therefore the data set is ontaminated by various sour e of \noise":
low-resolution, large-s ale hanges, 3D-rotations, variable illumination and o asionally
o lusions. Re ognition based upon isolated individual obje ts of this kind, and using
lassi al re ognition methods, is highly in onsistent and ina urate. In order to over ome
these diÆ ulties, the large intra-shot variability of ea h tra ked obje t is modeled. Here the
olor feature spa e is used and it is modeled by a multi-modal distribution using a mixture
of Gaussians. Su h a modeling onsists in apturing the ontent variation by identifying
for ea h tra ked obje t a set of lusters; ea h luster is modeled by a single Gaussian and
it groups a set of similar views of the tra ked obje t within a shot. Figure 1 illustrates
an example of a moving tra ked obje t modeled by a mixture of three Gaussians in the
RGB feature spa e. These three Gaussians orrespond to the three prin ipal situations
of the obje t in the shot (ba k, side and fa e). Moreover, su h a ompa t representation
2

also allows a de rease in the omplexity of the indexing pro ess required for mat hing in
su h a large olle tion of tra ked obje ts.
 Mat hing and grouping similar obje ts Many lustering te hniques exist in
the literature [14℄ but they an not be applied dire tly on density distributions. The
problem of grouping tra ked obje ts is di erent here to onventional lustering in that
the underlying measurements are not feature ve tors but density estimates. Two distan e
measures an be omputed on density distributions: the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e [15℄
and the Bhatta haryya distan e ([7℄, page 99). Based on this proximity data the As endant
Hierar hi al Classi ation (AHC) is used to identity lusters of tra ked obje ts. The nal
number of lusters is determined in an intera tive way by the user; this intera tion is
required as no full automati pro edure would provide perfe t identi ation on su h noisy
data.
1.2

Relevant works

The losest work related to this paper is probably the one ondu ted on the problem of
anemia by Cadez et al. [3℄. They propose a powerful approa h to lassify patients into
two lasses: normal and iron de ient. This dis riminative lassi ation approa h is alled
hierar hi al be ause the Gaussian mixture lassi er is used twi e. In the rst time, the
large set of measurements (40; 000 blood ells) extra ted on ea h patient are modeled by a
mixture of Gaussians. In the se ond time, the parameters of the mixture of two Gaussians
(two lasses of patients) are estimated in the spa e of densities (parameters spa e). This
work is the losest to the ontribution presented in this paper; it di ers mainly by the input
data (tra ked obje ts; olor distributions) and some related riterion related to mixture
density estimation (number of Gaussian omponents is not xed). Also, the lassi ation
te hnique we use is the AHC.
Modeling with Gaussian mixture is now be oming very popular. Rosales [19℄, M Kenna
et al. [16℄ and Hammoud at al. [9℄ use the Gaussian mixture model to re ognize human
a tions, fa e olors and non-rigid moving obje ts in videos, respe tively. Then, they use
the Gaussian mixture lassi er to identify the appropriate lass of new entities (a tion,
fa e or obje t). The modeling of the variability of obje ts in the feature spa e improves
the re ognition a ura y rate even in the presen e of omplex s enes [11℄.
1.3

Paper organization

This paper presents a rst study on lustering with this kind of model and the experimental
results ontain strong trends. Experiments are done on a video sequen e of 1938 frames,
extra ted form the standard video, Avengers TV lm, given by the National Institute
of Audiovisuel in Fran e (INA). It was segmented into 2749 individual obje ts whi h
orrespond to 29 tra ked obje ts of seven di erent lusters.
In se tion 2 we provide an overview of the rst step of the proposed framework: obje t
a quisition and low-level hara terization. Intra-shot variability modeling and lustering
of densities are the two main parts and they are des ribed in se tions 3 and 4 respe tively.
Experiments and test results of the approa h are presented in se tion 5. Subse tion 5.2
3

dis usses the performan e and how this approa h an be used in a pragmati implementation of semi-automated video des ription. Finally, se tion 6 gives some on lusions and
perspe tives.
2

Dete ting, tra king and

hara terizing obje ts

In order to index video and allow a non-linear navigation in its stru ture, entities like moving obje ts have to be dete ted. First videos are segmented into shots. In our framework
we use the method of [2℄; It relies on a robust, multi-resolution and in remental estimation
of a 2D aÆne motion model between su essive frames, a ounting for the global dominant
image motion.
Video segmentation. The obje t a quisition is made rstly by extra ting moving
areas with onsistent motion analysis. Then these entities are tra ked within the shot.
For this step, a large resear h e ort has already been made [13℄ [8℄. The motion approa h
is widely used. In the presented framework we use the method of [8℄ to dete t and tra k
moving obje ts. Stati obje ts are more easily tra ked with standard tools. The result is
a olle tion of individual images of a tra ked obje t within a shot.
Obje t hara terization. Many di erent types of features ould be omputed on
the segmented obje ts. As the obje ts are deformable and very variable in time (for
instan e see gure 2), the geometri information (i.e ontours, ...) may be irrelevant. In
this paper, the olor distribution is onsidered as it was shown to be a powerful sour e of
information for obje t re ognition [23℄ sin e olors of obje t orrelate strongly with obje t
identity. A simple and e e tive re ognition s heme is to represent and mat h obje ts on
the basis of olor-metri histograms as proposed by Swain and Ballard [23℄. Thus, the
olor histogram is independent of many imaging onditions whi h are represented strongly
in the experimental database of this paper e.g. the orientation of a s ene, 3D rotations
and the absen e (or o lusion) of some of the olors. However, olor histograms do not
distinguish between two di erent images with similar global olor distributions. So this
approa h ould be extended in many di erent dire tion ( orrelograms, joint histograms)
[5℄. As this is not the fo us of the paper, we rework this kind of des riptors.
3

Intra-shot variability modeling

During the tra king within a shot, the appearan e of an obje t is variable due to all the
imaging onditions listed in the introdu tion. This visual variability produ es a multimodal distribution of features in the low-level feature spa e; ea h obje t is represented by
a single point in the feature spa e whose oordinates are the values of the feature ve tor
(see gure 1 for instan e). Let Y to be the set of feature ve tors olle ted during the
tra king of an obje t and yi be the feature ve tor of dimension d that hara terizes the
o urren e i.
The distribution of Y is modeled as a joint probability density fun tion, f (y j Y; )
where  is the set of parameters for the model f . Let x = (x1 ; :::; xn ) be the omplete
data set with xi = (yi ; i ) and i is the lass label of xi (i.e. we have i = j if and
4

only if j is the mixture omponent from whi h yi arises). For the rest of this paper,
we assumePthat f an be approximated as a mixture of J P
Gaussians density fun tion:
J
f (xj ) = j =1 pj '(xjj ; j ) where the pj 's (0 < pj < 1 and Jj=1 pj = 1) are the mixing
proportions and where '(xjj ; j ) is the Gaussian density parameterized by the mean j
and the ovarian e matrix j . The ve tor of parameters to be estimated, for ea h tra ked
obje ts separately, is j = (pj ; j ; j ), for j = 1; : : : ; J .
The standard EM algorithm [17℄ is used to estimate the parameters of mixture of
Gaussians while the Integrated Classi ation Likelihood [1℄ riterion is used to hoose the
appropriate number of Gaussians. Ea h luster is approximated by a Gaussian density
and represents a set of similar views of the tra ked obje t.
The EM algorithm. The Expe tation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is a wellknown iterative te hnique for maximum likelihood approximation of the whole data. It
is based on the idea that there is a set of missing variables that relates the data to
the unknown lusters. If those missing variables were known, the maximum likelihood
distribution would be easy to al ulate.
Ea h iteration of EM onsists of an Estimation (E) and a Maximization (M) step. The
E-step evaluates a probability distribution, tij (m ) (e.g. at iteration 'm') for the data
given the model parameters from the previous iteration.
m
m
pm
j '(xi ; j ; j )
:
(1)
tij ( m ) =
J
X
m
m
pm
` '(xi j` ; ` )
`=1

The M step then nds the new parameter set that maximizes the probability distribution.
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(2)
The E and M steps are iterated until onvergen e or the maximum number of iterations
is rea hed. The algorithm is run many times in order to be independent from the initial
solution where the initialization step is done using the K-means algorithm.
Choosing mixture omponents' number. Many riteria are proposed in the
literature [21℄ [1℄ for sele ting the best number of Gaussians with a known Gaussian model
(in this paper it is the general model with no onstraints on ). They are based on the
following idea: penalize the model in some way by o setting the in rease in log-likelihood
with a orresponding in rease in the number of parameters, and seeking to minimize the
ombination.
A re ent attempt to ta kle the above problem was done by Bierna ki [1℄; a novel
riterion alled Integrated Classi ation Likelihood (ICL) was proposed (equation 3). The
5

+1 )T
m
j
:

advantage of this riterion is that it is more robust to high dimensional spa es and it works
more better than the other riteria with non Gaussian data. This riterion is implemented
by the proposed approa h.
ICL(M ) =

2LM + QM ln(n) 2

J
n X
X
i=1 j =1

^ij tij ;

(3)

where LM is the maximized log-likelihood of the model M , QM is its number of free
parameters and ^ij represents the estimated partition dedu ed from tij .
For a reasonable range of the number of Gaussians ([1::3℄ in our experiments), the
values of ICL riterion are omputed using EM at ea h iteration and nally the minimum
is pi ked whi h indi ates the best number of Gaussians.
4

Hierar hi al strategy for

lassifying density fun tions

The multiple features of a tra ked obje t are redu ed in an eÆ ient way to a standard
feature ve tor: the  parameter. Based on these parameters the lassi ation of tra ked
obje ts will be performed.
The mixture density model di ers from standard parametri modeling and not all
lustering algorithms an be performed. Just onsidering the set of parameters of these
densities as a feature point makes no sense; for instan e, if an obje t is not moving in one
shot its varian e will be lose to zero, and this representation ould orrespond to just
one image in a shot where the tra ked obje t is seen in variable appearan es. Therefore
distan e in this parameters spa e is meaningful.
An alternative approa h to ompletely avoid modeling parameters (of mixture Gaussian lassi er for instan e) in parameter spa e is to de ne a distan e measure between the
densities themselves. Then, based on the resulting distan e matrix, a Hierar hi al Classiation approa h is applied. Two distan es between Gaussian densities are implemented
and interesting on lusions are extra ted from the test results.
Distan e similarity. As it was stated in se tion 3, a Gaussian mixture is used
as a tra ked obje t might have very di erent appearan es. Therefore omputing the
distan e between the global appearan e distribution makes no sense, and the distan e to
be onsidered should be the distan e between the two losest appearan es. So a distan e
measure is omputed for ea h pair of Gaussians of di erent mixtures, and the minimum
is pi ked. In the following we des ribe the two implemented distan e measures.
Kullba k distan e. This is a well-known measure of the divergen e between two
distributions p and q ([15℄ pages
R 3-6). pIt()is based on information theoreti motivation and
de ned as the ross-entropy p()log q() . Monte-Carlo pro edures are used to eÆ iently
evaluate it. As the As endant Hierar hi al lassi ation te hnique (see below) needs a
symmetri proximity matrix the following form of the Kullba k distan e is implemented.
This one is non-negative and is zero if and only if p = q. However, it is not termed a
metri be ause the inequality property is not satis ed.
6


Z
Z
1
q ( )
p( )
dK (p; q ) =
d + q ( )log
d :
(4)
p( )log
2
q ( )
p( )
Another implemented measure between two Gaussian distributions is the Bhatta haryya
distan e ([7℄, page 99) de ned as
 +   1
p +q j !
j
1
1
p
q
(p q ) + 2 log p 2
dB (p; q ) = (p q )T
(5)
8|
2
j

p jj q j
{z
} |
{z
}
B1
B2

where j . j is the determinant. The rst term in this expression, B 1, is similar to the
well-known Mahalanobis distan e and measures the distan e between the two populations aused by the mean shift. The se ond term B 2 gives lass separability due to the
ovarian e-di eren e.
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Figure 2:
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Subset of the \Avengers" obje t database

Hierar hi al lassi ation algorithm. In order to identity lusters of tra ked obje ts, the As endant Hierar hi al lassi ation (AHC) is used by the proposed framework.
In ontrast to the partitional methods (mixture of Gaussians, k-means, ...), the AHC does
not require any a priori knowledge (the number of lusters) and it represents data as a
nested sequen e of partitions [14℄. However, the ru ial point for the AHC is the order
in whi h the lusters are formed when di erent distan e between lusters (hierar hi al
lustering methods) are used. The hoi e of a suitable distan e between lusters is an
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important matter in appli ations, but theory provides few guidelines for optimizing the
hoi e. Commonly, the single-link and omplete-link methods (the minimal and maximal
distan es between two lusters) are used; test results with these two methods are des ribed
in the next se tion.
The utting point in the hierar hy is sele ted by the user as there is no ompletely
satisfa tory method for determining the number of data lusters for the AHC te hnique
[14℄. This point is dis ussed in more details in se tion 5.2.
5

Experiments

Video base. The experimentations were done on a real video sequen e extra ted from the
standard Avengers TV movie given by the \National Institute of Audiovisuel" in Fran e
(INA). This video sequen e of 1938 frames was segmented into 2749 individual obje ts
whi h orrespond to 29 tra ked obje ts of seven di erent lasses ( lasses of J. Steed, Ford
Car, Li orne, ... ). Figure 2 displays some views of 12 tra ked obje ts whi h orrespond
to 5 di erent lasses. In this gure, di erent views of a tra ked obje t within a shot have
the same label, for example images 7918 and 7938 show two views of the tra ked white ar
with the label 51. This data set of non-rigid obje ts is very variable (partial o lusions,
3D-rotations, hanges of views, ...). The presen e of partial o lusions up to 50%, the
unknown model of illuminations and the large hanges of views together in the same time
(for example, see J. Steed in images 7730, 7918 and 8051) make the lustering of obje ts
into homogeneous groups very diÆ ult.
Feature base. As presented in se tion 2 olor distribution is the feature spa e going
to be onsidered for these experiments. The olor distribution is approximated by an
histogram in the d-dimensional spa e (named the real spa e in the following table); it is
omputed in the RGB,HSV and H (hue) olor spa es where this later one is invariant to
illumination hanges. Then, the Prin ipal Component Analysis (PCA) is used as a linear
method to redu e the dimension of the feature spa e. For this small size of data (few
individuals within shots) this dimensionality redu tion allows to model more a urately
the distribution.
The prepro essed data set of ea h tra ked obje t is modeled as a mixture of J Gaussians. The maximum number of Gaussians permitted is xed to 3. The ICL riterion
determines for ea h modeled tra ked obje t the best value of J (J 2 [1::3℄).
5.1

Evaluation and test results

Applying the AHC on the density set of the whole tra ked obje ts of the experimented
video, a hierar hy of 29 levels is onstru ted (the down level with 29 lusters and the top
level with 1 luster). In order to evaluate the approa h, the hierar hy is ut at level 22
to obtain seven lusters. The total per entage of orre tly lassi ed obje ts is omputed.
A tra ked obje t is orre tly lassi ed in a luster if the majority of luster elements are
similar to this obje t. Table 1 summarizes the test results at this level of the hierar hy.
The approa h is evaluated either when the ontent variation of tra ked obje ts is modeled
8

as a mixture of J -Gaussians (see above to know how the J is determined) or by only one
Gaussian.
Total %
Features d-spa e Distan e single-link omplete-link single-link omplete-link
real PCA
J-Gaussians
one-Gaussian
hRGB
64 10
dB
44.83
62.02
44.83
55.17
hRGB
64 10
dK
51.72
79.31
44.83
62.07
hHSV
64 10
dB
44.83
65.52
51.72
62.07
hHSV
64 10
dK
51.72
68.97
51.72
62.07
hhue
32
5
dB
55.17
55.17
51.72
58.02
hhue
32
5
dK
58.62
62.07
55.17
62.07
Table 1: Test results with the single and omplete link hierar hy methods, in the ases of
J-Gaussians and One-Gaussian modeling of the intra-shot variability; Total per entage of
orre tly lustered obje ts.
5.2

Comparative analysis and dis ussion

A guess from the table 1 that the approa h gives the better lustering ratio (79:30%) when
the ontent variation in the RGB histogram spa e is modeled as a mixture of J -Gaussians,
the Kullba k distan e is omputed between Gaussian omponents and when the ompletelink hierar hi al lustering method is applied. In general, the results are the best when
the modeling is done in the RGB spa e. This is related to our assumption on the form of
the data to be Gaussian. This ould be valid for RGB but it is not for example the ase
for H feature where it is ylindri al.
In the lustering pro ess, it is quite hard to make a de ision between whi h riterion
to sele t for measuring luster distan e. It is well known that the riteria of the distan e
of the losest representative produ es lusters as strings or ontours whi h might be far
from ompa t. Running the algorithm with the distan e of the two losest representative
(single-link) and the two farthest ones ( omplete-link) led to the on lusion that the later
is always better (form 10% up to 20%).
The mixture approa h is obviously very advantageous. The experiments that a maximum of one or three Gaussian omponents were allowed in the distribution. The three
omponents ase always provides the best result, ex ept for H feature where the results
are similar. Of ourse if obje ts would always be stati (like obje t 8291:140), without
o lusion or illumination hanges, this should be re onsidered.
Modeling the variability as a Gaussian mixture, the Kullba k distan e provides better
results than the Bhatta haryya (from 3% up to 17%). More expensive experimentations
are required in order to sear h a more de nitive experimental on lusion. At this experimented level, these results an only be onsidered as indi ative trends.
Pra ti ally one annot expe t to get perfe t lustering of the data under these diÆ ult
9
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Figure 3:

Graphi al representation for the total % of orre tly lassi ed obje ts versus the
number of lusters (left) and the proximity values versus the number of lusters(right);
ases of RGB and HSV features using J-Gaussians models with the Kullba k distan e and
the omplete-link method)

but realisti onditions. As the human operator should remain in the loop, one way to
pro eed ould be the following:
(1) Run the AHC algorithm with a number of lasses that is approximately twi e the real
number of obje ts expe ted; our experiments show that the number of orre t lusters
obtained is lose to perfe t, but of ourse with over- lustering. Figure 3 (left) illustrates
the total per entage of orre tly lassi ed obje ts versus the number of lusters (from 7
to 15) in the RGB and HSV olor histogram spa es.
(2) Manually group lusters with same obje ts together.
If m tra ked obje ts appear n times giving raise to n  m tra ked individuals, this would
redu e the he king to the 2m lusters instead of handling the n  m tra ked individuals.
In order to simplify the sele tion of the number of lusters it is always a good idea
to provide a graphi al illustration of the number of lusters versus the distan e between
formed groups at the di erent levels of the hierar hy. The user an sele t the number of
lusters at the urve points. Figure 3 (right) illustrates the hierar hi al indi es (proximity
values) versus the number of lusters. For example, levels 9 and 7 an be sele ted as ut
points in the hierar hy.
6

Con lusion and perspe tives

Re ently, the Moving Pi ture Expert Group, MPEG-7, is working on a standard des ription of the video in order to provide a large a essibility to this media. One hallenging
problem addressed by this standardization is the ontent lassi ation into lusters.
In this work we have mainly presented a method for identifying lusters of tra ked obje ts in a real movie lm. Here the problem di ers from onventional lassi ation in that
10

the underlying measurements are not feature ve tors but density estimates. The Gaussian
mixtures are used to model the multi-modal distributions of tra ked obje ts in the olor
feature spa e. Su h a modeling onsists in apturing the ontent variation of an obje t
during tra king in an eÆ ient way; This variation in the feature spa e is due to the high
hanges of appearan e of moving obje ts in time. Then the mat hing pro ess is performed
on the density estimates sin e a distan e between two mixture densities is onsidered as
the minimal value of all distan es between pairs of Gaussians. Based on the omputed
matrix of proximity, a sequen e of nested lusters of obje ts are identi ed using the Hierar hi al Classi ation te hnique. The experimental results on the Avengers TV movie
demonstrate the eÆ ien y of the proposed method. The use of Gaussian mixtures is more
adequate for modeling the distribution than a single Gaussian. In this paper, only olor
histograms are tested as a low-level feature image, but future experiments will onsider
other des riptors su h as orrelograms [12℄. invariants [20℄. The experiments showed that
the data are not always Gaussian (for example the H feature). In this ase more appropriate statisti al approximation fun tions like Gamma model should be onsidered. Also, the
dimension of the feature spa e is a riti al point for the density estimation pro ess when
the number of individual o urren es of tra ked obje ts is limited. One issue to prevent
over- tting is to use suboptimal Gaussian models with onstrained ovarian e matrix for
example [4℄.
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